GTPases regulate a multitude of essential cellular processes ranging from movement 26 and division to differentiation and neuronal activity. These ubiquitous enzymes operate 27 by hydrolyzing GTP to GDP with associated conformational changes that modulate 28 affinity for family-specific binding partners. There are three major GTPase superfamilies: 29
mediate the very early stage signal transduction initiated by extracellular stimuli. In 87 contrast, small GTPase does not interact with receptors directly and regulates more 88 downstream events in the cascade. Finally, the protein-synthesizing proteins participate 89 in initiation, elongation and termination of mRNA translation. Underlying this functional 90 difference are the low sequence identity (<20%) and overall different molecular shapes 91 among these three types of GTPases. In particular, whereas small G protein consists of 92 a single canonical Ras-like catalytic domain (RasD), Gα has an extra α-helical domain 93 (HD) inserted and elongation factor EF-Tu has two extra β-barrel domains (D2 and D3) 94 subsequent to the C-terminus (Figure 1) . In addition, unlike small G protein that always 95 acts as a monomer, Gα can form a complex with Gβγ and undergoes a cycle of altered 96 oligomeric states during function. 97
98
In contrast to the functional and structural diversity, GTPases display significant 99 conservation in the core structure of the catalytic domain. Small GTPase, Gα and EF-Tu 100 contain a RasD consisting of six β strands (β1-β6) and five α helices (α1-α5) flanking on 101 both sides of the β sheet (Figure 1) . Three highly conserved loops named P-loop (PL), 6 switch I (SI), and switch II (SII) constitute the primary sites coordinating the nucleotide 103 phosphates. This structural similarity suggests that at a fundamental level small 104 GTPase, Gα and EF-Tu may utilize the same mode of structural dynamics for their 105 allosteric regulation, which is likely inherited from their common evolutionary ancestor 106 [11, 12] . However, it is currently unclear what are the general atomistic mechanisms 107
underlying GTPase allostery and how these common mechanisms can be adapted to 108 have specific function. (lobe2) [13, 14] . Several allosteric sites were identified in lobe 2 or between lobes, 117 including L3 (the loop between β2 and β3), L7 (the loop between α3 and β5), and α5. 118 Importantly, α5 is the major membrane-binding site and has been related to the 119 nucleotide modulated Ras/membrane association [15] . In addition, binding of small 120 molecules at L7 has been reported to affect the ordering of SI and SII [16] . Intriguingly, 121 recent studies of Gα have revealed nucleotide associated conformational change and 122 bilobal substructures in the catalytic domain largely resembling those in Ras [17, 18] . 123
The allosteric role of lobe 2, which contains the major binding interface to receptors, has 124 also been well established for Gα [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Furthermore, the comparison between G 125 133
In this study, we compare and contrast the nucleotide-associated conformational 134 dynamics between H-Ras (H isoform of Ras), Gαt (transducin α subunit) and EF-Tu 135 (elongation factor thermo unstable), and describe how this dynamics can be altered by 136 single point mutations in both common and family-specific ways. This entails the 137 application of an updated PCA of crystallographic structures, multiple long time (80-ns) 138 MD simulations, and recently developed network analysis approach of residue cross-139 correlations [18] . In particular, we identify highly conserved nucleotide dependent 140 correlation patterns across GTPase families: the active GTP-bound state displays 141 stronger correlations both within lobe1 and between lobes, exhibiting an overall 142 "dynamical tightening" consistent with the previous study in Gα alone [18] . Detailed 143 inspection of the residue level correlation networks along with mutational MD 144 simulations reveal several common key residues that are potentially important for 145 mediating the inter-lobe communications. Point mutations of these residues 146 substantially disrupt the couplings around the nucleotide binding regions in Ras, Gαt 147 and EF-Tu. In addition, with the same network comparison analysis, we identify Gαt and 148 8 EF-Tu specific key residues. Mutations of these residues significantly disrupt the 149 couplings in Gαt and EF-Tu but have no or little effect in Ras. Our results are largely 150 consistent with findings from experimental mutagenesis, with a number of dynamical 151 disrupting mutants have been shown to have altered activities in either Ras or Gα. Our 152 new predictions can be promising targets for future experimental testing. 
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Previous PCA of 41 Ras crystallographic structures revealed distinct GDP, GTP and 173 intermediate mutant conformations [13] . Updating this analysis to include the 121 174 currently available crystallographic structures (Table S1) reveals consistent results but 175 with two additional conformations now evident (Figure 2A) . In addition to GDP (green in 176 Figure 2A ), GTP (red), and mutant forms, GEF-bound nucleotide free (purple) and so-177 called 'state 1' forms (orange) are now also apparent. In the GEF-bound form, the SI 178 region is displaced in a distinct manner -12Å away from the nucleotide-binding site 179 coincident with the insertion of a helix of GEF into the PL-SI cleft. The state 1 GTP-180 bound form was first observed via NMR and later high-resolution crystal structures were 181 solved [28] [29] [30] .In contrast to the canonical GTP-bound conformation (red), the state 1 182 form (orange) lacks interaction between the two switches and the γ-phosphate of GTP, 183 resulting in a moderate 7Å displacement of SI away from its more closed GTP 184 conformation.
186
The first two PCs capture more than 75% of the total mean-square displacement of all 187 121 Ras structures. Residue contributions from SI and SII dominate PC1 and PC2 188 ( Figure 2D) . The height of each bar in Figure 2D RasD (Figure 2E) . 208 11 209 PC1 separates GDI-bound from non-GDI bound forms. In GDI-bound structures the GDI 210 interacts with both the HD and the cleft between SII and SIII of the Ras-like domain, 211 increasing the distance between SII and SIII. Similar to Ras, PC2 of Gαt/i clearly 212 distinguishes the GTP and GDP-bound forms, where again the unique γ-phosphate (or 213 equivalent atom in GTP analogs) coordinates SI and SII. In addition, the SIII is 214 displaced closer to the nucleotide, effectively closing the nucleotide-binding pocket. 215 216 PCA of 23 available full-length EF-Tu structures reveals distinct GTP and GDP 217 conformations ( Table S3) Consensus correlation networks for each nucleotide state were constructed from the 301 corresponding replicate MD simulations. In these initial networks, each node is a 302 residue linked by edges whose weights represent their respective correlation values 303 averaged across simulations (see Materials and Methods). These residue level 304 correlation networks underwent hierarchical clustering to identify groups of residues 305 (termed communities) that are highly coupled to each other but loosely coupled to other 306 residue groups. Nine communities were identified for Ras and eleven for Gαt and EF-Tu 307 (Figure 4) . The two additional family specific communities not present in Ras 308 correspond to two regions of HD in Gαt and D2 and D3 in EF-Tu. 309
310
In the resulting community networks the width of an edge connecting two communities 311
is the sum of all the underlying residue correlation values between them. Interestingly, 312
Ras, Gαt and EF-Tu community networks can be partitioned into two major groups 313 (dashed lines in Figure 4 ) corresponding to the previously identified lobes for Ras and 314
the RasD in Gαt [13, 18] . The boundary between lobes is located at the loop between α2 315 and β4. In these proteins, lobe1 includes the nucleotide-binding communities (PL, SI 316 and SII) as well as the N-terminal β1-β3 and α1 structural elements. Lobe2 includes α3-317 α5, L8 and the C-terminal β4-β6 strands. 318
319
Comparing the GTP and GDP community networks of these three proteins reveals 320 common nucleotide-dependent coupling features. In particular, for Ras and Gαt, 321
comparing the relative strength of inter-community couplings in GTP and GDP networks 322 using a nonparametric Wilcoxon test across simulation replicates reveals common 323 significantly distinct coupling patterns (colored edges in Figure 4A & B) . Within lobe1 324 stronger couplings between PL, SI and SII are observed for the GTP state of both 325
families. This indicates that the γ-phosphate of GTP leads to enhanced coupling of 326 these proximal regions. This is consistant with our PCA results above, where PC2 327 clearly depicts the more closed conformation of SI and SII in the GTP bound structures 328 (Figure 2D & E) . In addition, a significantly stronger inter-lobe correlation between SII 329 and α3 is evident for the GTP state of both families, which is not available from analysis 330 of the static experimental ensemble alone. This indicates that nucleotide turnover can 331 lead to distinct structural dynamics not only at the immediate nucleotide-binding site in 332 lobe 1 but also at the distal lobe 2 region. Tu. Inspection of the residue-wise correlations between communities reveals common 357 major contributors to the SII -α3 couplings in the three proteins (red residues in Table  358 S4). In particular, M72 Ras in SII and V103 Ras in α3 act as primary contributors to inter-359 lobe correlations in Ras. Interestingly, the equivalent residues in the other two systems, 360 F211 Gαt or I93 EF-Tu in SII and F255 Gαt or V126 EF-Tu in α3/SIII also contribute to the inter-361 lobe couplings. We further examined the importance of these residues by MD 362 simulations of mutant GTP-bound systems. Results indicate that each single mutation 363 M72A Ras and V103A Ras can significantly reduce the couplings between SI and PL, 364
indicating that these mutations disturb couplings at distal sites of known functional 365 relevance (Figure 5A & D) . Moreover, the cognate mutations F211A Gαt and F255 Gαt in 366
Gαt not only decouple SI and PL but also SI and SII (Figure 5B & E) . Similarly, the 367 analogous mutation I93A EF-Tu decreases the correlations between PL and SI, whereas 368 V126A EF-Tu decouples PL and SII (Figure 5C & F) . The simulation results indicate that 369 single alanine mutation of residues contributing to SII-α3 couplings diminishes the 370 couplings of the nucleotide binding regions, and this allosteric effect is common in all 371 the three proteins. 372 373 20
Inter-lobe couplings that are distal from the nucleotide binding regions are also shown to 374 be critical for the nucleotide dependent dynamics in Ras, Gαt and EF-Tu. By inspecting 375 the residue level couplings between L3 and α5, we identified common distal inter-lobe 376 couplings in the three proteins. Mutational simulations indicate that the substitutions 377 K188A Gαt and D337A Gαt significantly decouple SI from the PL and SII regions ( Figure  378 6B & E). Interestingly, the mutations K188A Gαt and D337A Gαt have been reported to 379 cause a 6-fold and 2-fold increase in nucleotide exchange, respectively, but no direct 380 structural dynamic mechanism was established [19]. We further tested mutations of 381 analogous residues in Ras. We considered both D47 Ras and E49 Ras as the equivalent 382 residues to K188 Gαt (due to the longer L3 region of Ras), and R164 Ras as the equivalent 383 residue to D337 Gαt . Both double mutation D47A/E49A Ras and single mutation R164A Ras 384 significantly reduce the correlations between PL and SI (Figure 6A & D) . We note that 385 the functional consequences of mutating these residues in Ras has been highlighted in 386 a previous study, in which the salt bridges between D47/E49 Ras in L3 and R161/R164 Ras 387 in α5 were shown to be involved in the reorientation of Ras with respect to the plasma 388 membrane, and enhanced activation of MAPK pathway [15] . Moreover, substitutions of 389 analogous residues R75A EF-Tu (L3) and D207A EF-Tu (α5) also significantly reduce the 390 couplings between PL and SI (Figure 6C & F) . Our results indicate that the conserved 391 interactions between L3 and α5 are important for maintaining the close coordination of 392 the distal SI, SII and PL around the nucleotide, and this is common to these three Network analysis identifies family-specific residue 402 substitutions that can also perturb structural dynamics.
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Comparison of the GTP-bound residue-wise networks of Ras, Gαt and EF-Tu reveals 404 that the N-terminus of α3 strongly couples SII only in Gαt and EF-Tu. In particular, we 405 identified residues R201 Gαt or A86 EF-Tu (SII) and E241 Gαt or Q115 EF-Tu (α3) as underlying 406 these strong couplings (blue residues in Table S4 ). These residues are specific to Gαt 407 and EF-Tu because the corresponding residues E62 Ras in SII and K88 Ras in α3 have no 408 contribution in Ras (green residues in Table S4 ). Mutational MD simulations indicate 409 that substitutions E241A Gαt and Q115A EF-Tu have a similar drastic effect on the coupling 410 of nucleotide binding regions (Figure S1) . In particular, the couplings between PL, SII 411 and PL are all significantly reduced (Figure S1B & C) . We note that E241A Gαt in Gαs 412 (the α subunit of the stimulatory G protein for adenylyl cyclase) was previously reported 413 to impair GTP binding but the structural basis for this allosteric effect has been unknown 414 [33, 34] . Our results indicate that weakened correlations of the nucleotide-binding 415 regions in E241A Gαt as a consequence of allosteric mutations in SIII/α3 and SII likely 416 underlie the reported impaired GTP binding. Moreover, we identified residue E232 Gαt as 417 a Gαt-specific primary contributor to the inter-lobe couplings in SIII, which has no direct 418 counterparts in Ras or EF-Tu due to the absence of SIII (purple residues in Table S4 ). 419
The simulation of mutation E232A Gαt shows diminished couplings between PL, SI and 420 SII, as well (Figure S2A) . Similar effects of mutations R201A Gαt and D234A Gαt are also 421 observed (Figure S2B & C) . 422
23
Mutations of the counterpart residues E62A Ras and K88A Ras result in no significant 424 change in the coupling of nucleotide binding loops in Ras (Figure S1A) . Collectively 425 these findings indicate that in Gαt and EF-Tu both N-and C-terminal α3 positions 426 dynamically couple with SII, whereas in Ras the communication between α3 and SII is 427 mainly through the C-terminus of α3. In addition, our results suggest that SIII plays a 428 unique role in Gαt not only mediating the couplings between the two lobes but also 429 allosterically maintaining the tight correlations between SI, SII and PL. 430 431
Discussion

432
In this work, our updated PCA of Ras structures captures two new conformational 433 clusters representing the GEF-bound state and "state 1", respectively, in addition to the 434 canonical GTP and GDP forms. By comparing the Ras PCA to PCA of Gαt/i and EF-Tu, 435
we reveal common nucleotide dependent collective deformations of SI and SII across G 436 protein families. Our extensive MD simulations and network analyses reveal common 437 nucleotide-associated conformational dynamics in Ras, Gαt and EF-Tu. Specifically, 438 these three systems have stronger intra-lobe1 (PL -SI and PL -SII) and inter-lobe (SII 439 -SIII/α3) couplings in the GTP-bound state. Meanwhile, with the network comparison 440 approach we further identify residue-wise determinants of commonalities and 441 specificities across families. Residues M72 Ras (SII), V103 Ras (α3), D47/E49 Ras (L3) and 442 R164 Ras (α5) are predicted to be crucial for inter-lobe communications in Ras. Mutations 443 of these distal residues display decreased coupling strength in SI -PL. Interestingly, the 444 analogous residues in the other two proteins, F211 Gαt /I93 EF-Tu (SII), F255 Gαt /V126 EF-Tu 445 (α3), K188 Gαt /R75 EF-Tu (L3) and D337 Gαt /D207 EF-Tu (α5) also have important inter-lobe 446 24 couplings and show similar decoupling effects upon alanine mutations. Besides the key 447 residues that are common in the three systems, residues mediating inter-lobe couplings 448 only in Gαt and EF-Tu are identified. These include R201 Gαt /A86 EF-Tu and 449 E241 Gαt /Q115 EF-Tu , whose cognates in Ras do not have significant effect on the 450 nucleotide-binding regions upon mutation. In addition, Gαt specific residue E232 Gαt in 451 SIII (which is missing in Ras and EF-Tu) is identified to be important to the couplings of 452 the nucleotide-binding regions. Importantly, some of our highlighted mutants 453 (D47A/E49A Ras , K188A Gαt , D207A Gαt and R241A Gαt ) have been reported to have 454 functional effects by in vitro experiments. Our analysis provides insights into the 455 atomistic mechanisms of these altered protein functions. Prior to MD simulations, the sulfur (S1γ)/nitrogen (N3β) atom in the GTP-analogue was 538 replaced with the corresponding oxygen (O1γ) / oxygen (O3β) of GTP. All Asp and Glu 539 were deprotonated whereas Arg and Lys were protonated. The protonation state of 540 each His was determined by its local environment via the PROPKA method [ref] . Each 541 protein system was solvated in a cubic pre-equilibrated TIP3P water box, where the 542 distance was at least 12Å from the surface of the protein to any side of the box. Then 543 sodium ions (Na + ) were added to neutralize the system. Each MD simulation started 544 with a four-stage energy minimization, and each stage employed 500 steps of steepest 545 descent followed by 1500 steps of conjugate gradient. First, the atomic positions of 546 ligands and protein were fixed and only solvent was relaxed. Second, ligands and 547 protein side chains were relaxed with fixed protein backbone. Third, the full atoms of 548 ligands and protein were relaxed with fixed solvent. Fourth, all atoms were free to relax 549 with no constraint. Subsequent to energy minimization, 1ps of MD simulation was 550 performed to increase the temperature of the system from 0K to 300K. Then 1ns of 551 simulations at constant temperature (T=300K) and pressure (P=1bar) was further 552 performed to equilibrate the system. Finally, 80ns of production MD was performed 553 under the same condition as the equilibration. For long-range electrostatic interactions, 554 particle mesh Ewald summation method was used, while for short-range non-bonded 555
Van der Waals' interactions, an 8Å cutoff was used. In addition, a 2-fs time step was 556 use. The center-of-mass motion was removed every 1000 steps and the non-bonded 557 neighbor list was updated every 25 steps. 558 559 29
Correlation network construction 560
Consensus correlation networks were built from MD simulations to depict dynamic 561 couplings among functional protein segments. A weighted network graph was 562 constructed where each node represents an individual residue and the weight of edge 563 between nodes, i and j, represents their Pearson's inner product cross-correlation value 564 cij [44] during MD trajectories. The approach is similar to the dynamical network 565 analysis method introduced by Luthey-Schulten and colleagues [45] . However, instead 566 of using a 4.5Å contact map of non-neighboring residues to define network edges, 567 which were further weighted by a single correlation matrix, we constructed consensus 568 networks based on five replicate simulations in the same way as described before [18] . 569 570
Network community 571
Hierarchical clustering was employed to identify residue groups, or communities, that 572 are highly coupled to each other but loosely coupled to other residue groups. We used a 573 betweenness clustering algorithm similar to that introduced by Girvan and Newman [46] . 574 However, instead of partitioning according to the maximum modularity score, which is 575 usually used in unweighted networks, we selected the partition closest to the maximum 576 score but with the smallest number of communities (i.e. the earliest high scoring 577 partition). This approach avoided the common cases that many small communities were 578 generated with equally high partition scores. The resulting networks under different 579 nucleotide-bound states showed largely consistent community partition in Ras, Gαt and 580 EF-Tu, with differences mainly localized at the nucleotide binding PL, SI, SII and α1 581 regions. To facilitate comparison between states and families, the boundary of these 582 regions was re-defined based on known conserved functional motifs. Re-analysis of the 583 original residue cross-correlation matrices with the definition of communities was then 584 performed. Only inter-community correlations were of interest, which were calculated as 585 the sum of all underlying residue correlation values between two given communities 586 satisfying that the smallest atom-atom distance between corresponding residue pairs 587 was less than 4.5Å (for Gαt and EF-Tu) or 6 Å (for Ras) for more than 75% of total 588 simulation frames. A larger cutoff was selected for Ras because the overall residue 589 Table S1 . Analyzed crystallographic structures of Ras 797 Table S2 . Analyzed crystallographic structures of G protein α subunit 798 Table S3 . Analyzed crystallographic structures of EF-Tu 799 Table S4 . Residue-wise contributions to inter-community couplings. 800
The numbers represent the residue-wise contributions to inter-community couplings. For 801 example, the sum of correlations between residue M72 in SII and all residues in SIII/ α3 802 is 1.19 (after filtering by contact map). The first row contains common counterpart 803 residues (red) connecting SII and SIII/α3 in three proteins. The second row contains 804 family-specific functional residues: residues in Gαt and EF-Tu (blue) contribute to the 805 dynamic correlations between SII and SIII/α3, whereas their counterparts in Ras (green) 806 have no contributions. The third row contains Gαt specific residue in SIII, which has no 807 counterparts in the other two proteins. 808 809 810 811 812
